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McCune Audio Video Adds Wireless Conferencing System from Listen Technologies to
Rental Inventory
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Wireless Conferencing microphone and speaker units is a complete sound system for discussion style meetings.
(PRNew sFoto/Listen Technologies)

SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 16, 2013 /PRNewswire/ -- Listen Technologies Corporation today announced that McCune Audio Video
and Lighting in San Francisco, Calif. purchased nearly three dozen Wireless Conferencing units from Listen Technologies as a
rental option for its client base.
(Photo: http://photos.prnewswire.com/prnh/20131016/CL98565 )
The wireless conferencing system is available for McCune Audio Video clients who need flexible, multi-use sound capabilities
in meetings. It allows meeting participants to hear and interact in meetings without waiting for a "hand held" microphone to be
passed to them or having them step up to a podium. The system is ideal for challenging locations such as historical buildings,
corporate multi-purpose rooms, as well as hotel banquet halls and hospitality rooms.
"We have been looking for a wireless solution of this high quality, reliability and technical flexibility for several years," said Allan
McCune President of McCune Audio Video and Lighting. "We added the new Listen Technologies wireless conferencing units
to our rental inventory because of its ease of use and set up, strong coverage and excellent battery life. The high level of
interaction as well as the ability to hear others makes this system extremely desirable for corporate events. Often when a
group is larger, you see less interaction than you'd like. With the use of this new system, meetings can be productive without
straining to hear or waiting to speak. Our clients are thrilled with the quality of sound as well as the labor and cost savings in
the set up and removal."
The system is a complete personal sound system and provides up to 36 or more users with their own microphone and
speaker positioned directly in front of each participant. This makes it possible for any meeting to become interactive and invites
participation from all meeting attendees because every participant can listen and speak with total clarity to the entire room.
Their voices are easily heard through the other units as well as the overall public address system if desired. The flexibility of
the wireless system is a major strength, allowing easy set up and take-down with the option to adapt on the fly to any room's
configuration. The 20-hour battery life and multi-frequency format ensures units will make it through the most demanding
meetings and environments. Meeting participation can also easily be recorded for later reference for meeting attendees or for
those who could not attend the meeting.
About McCune Audio Video Lighting
McCune Audio / Video / Lighting is a full service technical event production company based in San Francisco, California.
McCune provides technical services for sporting events, concerts, parades, trade shows, conferences, weddings, air shows,
theater, galas and many events.
With offices in San Francisco, Anaheim and Monterey, we work all over the state and work all over the world. We have 75 years
of business experience and are among the most respected and accomplished companies in the industry. No matter the size,
scale, vision, budget or venue, McCune will bring a wide range of experience, knowledge and quality service to every event.
For more information on Listen solutions, contact Listen Technologies at 1.800.330.0891, +1.801.233.8992, or watch this short
video
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